
AN OVERVIEW OF THE GREEDY CHARACTERS IN THE DEVIL AND TOM

WALKER AND THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW

in the Devil and Tom Walker and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow as greedy. love for America in his stories and portrays
some characters as greedy in the In The Legend of Sleepy Hollow there are many American traits in the description of .

The categories were the Dark Romantics and the Transcendentalists. Could the story have taken place
anywhere else? Initially, Walker rejects Old Scratch's offer, but he eventually gives in to the devil's conditions.
The Dark Romantics stories included creepy symbols, horrific themes, and psychological effects of guilt and
sin. Still, many consider it one of Irving's finest stories and an exemplary piece of narrative writing. The
events of the story can be divided into two locations: Old Indian Fort Tom Walker meets Old Scratch: Tom
takes a shortcut through tangled, dark, and dingy swamplands, which are so dark and uninviting that they
represent hell in the story. There's a problem with this paper. Irving illustrates this moral through the use of an
allegory, where the characters, objects and plot represent more than simple elements of the story. His
corruption finally ends when he is whisked back into the forest. They lived in a tarnished looking house that
had stood alone and had an air of starvation. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one
you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? The Indian fort then, it might not surprise you, is a representation of
hell. This allows our team to focus on improving the library and adding new essays. Another of his short
stories, "The Devil and Tom Walker," is not as well known, but it is definitely worth seeking out. During the
governorship of Jonathan Belcher , speculation runs rampant and Walker's business flourishes. Tom is drawn
towards a black-cloaked figure and realizes, in horror, that he has left his Bibles at his desk. The Devil is
temptation and Tom and his wife represent greed. Setting the scene: "About the year , just at the time when
earthquakes were prevalent in New England and shook many tall sinners down upon their knees, there lived
near this place a meager miserly fellow of the name of Tom Walker. So, after a conversation where Tom
agrees to be a corrupt usurer someone who lends money , he leaves for Boston where he lives a life of wealth
and corruption. Whatever the woman could lay hands on she hid away: a hen could not cackle but she was on
the alert to secure the new-laid egg. Tom is never seen again. Having secured the good things of this world, he
began to feel anxious about those of the next. Kidd died never able to reclaim his money, but the devil has
protected it ever since. All his assets become worthlessâ€”his coach horses become skeletons, the gold and
silver Tom hoarded turns into wood chips and shavings, his mortgages and deeds become cinders, and his
great house burns to the ground. One day, while he is walking through the woods, Tom Walker comes across
the Devil, who makes a deal with him to exchange his soul for the treasure that is buried in those woods The
events â€” and the locations where they take place â€” really drive the overarching theme of the story: avarice
and its consequences. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal
information from the essays. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Tom
meets the devil, Old Scratch, at an abandoned Indian fort hidden away in the swamplands. The devil's
conditions are unknown. His wife, in turn, becomes angry and decides to go see Old Scratch herself. Another
fallen trunk has that of a wealthy seaman rumored to be a pirate. Walker, explains the narrator, was just the
kind of man to jump at the prospect of a buried treasure, as he, along with his wife, were selfish to the point of
destruction. What hooks you? Walker refuses, but the devil rides in on a horse, easily sweeps Tom up, and
gallops away â€” and Tom is never seen again. What would you trade your soul for? Wisely, Irving combines
characterization, mood and point of view to perpetuate the theme of the story in the reader's mind


